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Abstract
Many useful XML transformations can be expressed by deterministic top-down tree transducers. A normal form is presented for such transducers (extended with the facility to inspect their input trees). A transducer in normal form has a unique canonical form which
can be obtained by a minimization procedure, in polynomial time. Thus, equivalence of
transducers in normal form can be decided in polynomial time. If the transducer is total,
the normal form can be obtained in polynomial time as well.
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1 Introduction

The transformation of XML documents is of fundamental importance for practical
XML processing. Transformations are needed, e.g., for insertion of derived formating information or for adaptation of documents to the particular syntax demanded
by a given application. Many routine XML-transformations are simple, i.e., can
be produced by a single top-down traversal over the tree structure underlying the
input document. Such transformations include simple filterings, relabelings, insertions, and deletions as well as duplications of elements. Simple transformations
can conveniently be expressed by means of deterministic top-down tree transducers running over a ranked-tree encoding of the given input document. An example
of a top-down XML transformation is shown in Figure 1; it copies the input document and additionally constructs a table of contents containing the titles t1 , . . . , tn
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Fig. 1. A typical top-down XML translation.

of all sections. A top-down tree transducer is a simple functional program: functions recursively generate trees through pattern matching on their single input tree
argument. Here we consider a slightly extended model, by allowing the transducer
to inspect its input tree, even the parts that it does not transform into output. The
resulting deterministic top-down tree transducer with inspection is more robust: for
instance, the corresponding class of transformations is closed under composition
(see [10]).
We are interested in the problem of deciding whether or not two such transducers realize the same transformation. In 1978, Zachar showed that this problem is
decidable for deterministic bottom-up (or: frontier-to-root) tree transducers [28].
Only two years later, equivalence has also been shown decidable for deterministic
top-down (or root-to-frontier) tree transducers by Ésik [9] (see also [5] and Section IV.9 of [13]). The involved algorithm, however, is based on upper bounds on
the difference of sizes of intermediate trees appearing in derivations of the transducers. Since the algorithm explicitly keeps track of very large “difference trees”, it
seems hard to extract an efficient implementation. Instead, we introduce a new normal form for deterministic top-down tree transducers (with inspection): we prove
that every such transducer can be transformed effectively into an equivalent earliest
transducer, which means that it produces its output in a uniform way and “as early
as possible”. We also prove that earliest transducers have a unique canonical form
that can be obtained by a kind of minimization, in polynomial time. Hence, two
transducers are equivalent iff their canonical forms are the same (up to renaming of
states). This provides a new way to decide equivalence of deterministic top-down
tree transducers, which takes polynomial time for earliest transducers. While the
normal form can be achieved for every deterministic top-down tree transducer with
inspection, we show that it can be obtained even in polynomial time for total transducers, i.e., transducers whose translation is defined for every input tree. Thus,
equivalence of total transducers can be decided in polynomial time. The canonical form can be seen as the generalization of a corresponding canonical form for
deterministic finite-state string transducers as considered by Mohri [20].
These methods can also be extended to provide a procedure for deciding equiv2

alence of deterministic top-down tree transducers with regular look-ahead. Such
transducers additionally allow to test input trees for membership in arbitrary regular tree languages. For practical purposes, such as query evaluation of XPATH, this
is a very useful property as it allows to check for the existence of (bottom-up) tree
patterns in the input. Note also that every deterministic bottom-up tree transducer
can be transformed into an equivalent deterministic top-down tree transducer with
look-ahead [4]. Finally, note that for nondeterministic top-down tree transducers
the equivalence problem is undecidable, because this already holds for ε-free (oneway) finite-state string transducers [14].
The XPATH query language is a popular formalism for selecting nodes from an
XML document. A wide range of query and transformation languages, such as
XQuery and XSLT, use XPath as their node selection formalism. An XPATH expression is similar to a regular expression and is evaluated on the paths of the
XML tree, starting at the root node. The containment and equivalence problems
are already coNP complete for a small fragment of XPATH which only uses child,
descendant, wildcard, and filter (branching) [18]. In the absence of any one of the
operations descendant, wildcard, or filter, containment is in PTIME [27,2,19]. It is
possible to express an XPATH query through a tree transducer: every input node is
copied to the output, and a new unary “select symbol” is inserted above each node
selected by the query. However, even simple queries such as “select all a-nodes that
have a b-node descendant” cannot be realized by a top-down transducer in this way
(because the transducer does not know of the presence of b-node descendants upon
visiting an a-node). To remedy this problem, one can first relabel the input tree by
the run of a tree automaton, or, equivalently, add regular look-ahead. Top-down tree
transducers with regular look-ahead (which can be tested for equivalence using our
methods) can indeed realize the above mentioned fragment of XPATH. Note, however, that the use of nested filters in an XPATH query is similar to a conjunction and
will cause the look-ahead tree automaton to be of exponential size in the size of the
query.

2 Preliminaries

Top-down tree transducers conventionally work on ranked trees. This means that
the number of children of a node is determined by the rank of the symbol at that
node. We therefore consider ranked alphabets Σ consisting of finitely many symbols; each symbol a ∈ Σ is implicitly equipped with a rank in {0, 1, . . . }, where
rank 0 indicates that a is the potential label of a leaf. We assume that a ranked
alphabet contains at least one symbol of rank 0.
The set TΣ of ranked trees over the ranked alphabet Σ then is defined by
t ::= a(t1 , . . . , tk )
3

where a ranges over symbols in Σ of rank k. As usual, we also write a for the tree
a(). Note that, since there is at least one symbol of rank 0, TΣ 6= ∅. We represent the
nodes of a tree in Dewey notation, i.e., by sequences of numbers (for readability,
numbers in the sequence are separated using dots). Formally, the set V (t) of nodes
of the tree t is inductively defined as: V (t) = {ε} ∪ {i.v | 1 ≤ i ≤ k, v ∈ V (ti )}
if t = a(t1 , . . . , tk ), a ∈ Σ of rank k ≥ 0 and t1 , . . . , tk ∈ TΣ . Thus, the empty
sequence ε represents the root of t and u.i represents the i-th child of the node u
of t. In abuse of notation, we also use “.” to denote concatenation of sequences of
numbers. A node v is an ancestor of node w if there is a (possibly empty) sequence
of numbers u such that w = v.u. The size of t, denoted size(t), is the number |V (t)|
of its nodes. The depth of t, denoted depth(t), is the maximal number of nodes on
a path in t from the root to a leaf.
A pattern is a prefix of a tree. Formally the set of all patterns is given by the set of
all trees in TΣ∪{⊤} , where ⊤ is a new symbol of rank zero which is not in Σ. Assume
p is a pattern containing exactly k occurrences of ⊤, and p1 , . . . , pk is a sequence
of patterns. Then the pattern q = p[p1 , . . . , pk ] is obtained from p by replacing the
i-th occurrence of ⊤ (in left-to-right order) with pi . Note that the result q is a tree,
i.e., does not contain occurrences of ⊤, iff the p1 , . . . , pk are all trees.
Consider the set PΣ = TΣ∪{⊤} ∪ {⊥} of all patterns enhanced with an extra bottom
element ⊥ (not in Σ ∪ {⊤}). On this set, we define a partial ordering by ⊥ ⊑ p
for all p, and p ⊑ p′ for patterns p, p′ iff p = p′ [p1 , . . . , pk ] for suitable patterns
p1 , . . . , pk . The latter means that every non-⊤ node of p′ is also a node of p and has
the same label in both patterns. Intuitively, p′ is a prefix of p. With respect to this
F
ordering, every set X ⊆ PΣ has a least upper bound p = X. If X is empty or
just contains ⊥, p = ⊥. Otherwise, p is a pattern and the set V of non-⊤ nodes of p
consists of all nodes v such that every ancestor of v is in V (p′ ) for all p′ ∈ X \ {⊥}
and has the same label from Σ in all p′ ∈ X\{⊥}. In particular if V = ∅, the least
upper bound of X is given by the pattern ⊤. Since every subset of PΣ has a least
upper bound, PΣ is a complete lattice.
While the length of a strictly decreasing chain in PΣ can be infinite, the length of
a strictly increasing chain is always finite. More precisely, the number of elements
in a strictly increasing chain above a pattern p is bounded by the number of non-⊤
nodes in p.

3 Deterministic Top-Down Tree Transducers

A deterministic top-down tree transducer (t-transducer for short) is a tuple T =
(Q, Σ, ∆, δ, A), where
• Q is a finite set of states,
4

• Σ and ∆ are ranked input and output alphabets, respectively, disjoint with Q,
• δ is the (possibly partial) transition function, and
• A is the axiom.
The axiom A has the form p[q1 (x0 ), . . . , qr (x0 )] for a variable x0 meant to be bound
to the input tree, a pattern p ∈ T∆∪{⊤} , and a sequence q1 , . . . , qr , r ≥ 0, of states
in Q.
For every state q in Q and input symbol a ∈ Σ of rank k the transition function δ
contains at most one transition, which is of the form
q(a(x1 , . . . , xk )) → p[q1 (xi1 ), . . . , qr (xir )]
where x1 , . . . , xk are distinct variables, p ∈ T∆∪{⊤} is a pattern, q1 , . . . , qr ∈ Q, and
xij are variables occurring among the x1 , . . . , xk . For every state q and input symbol
a let δ(q, a) be the right-hand side of the transition for q and a if it is defined, and
let δ(q, a) be undefined otherwise.
Note that the axiom and the right-hand sides of transitions are trees over the ranked
alphabet ∆∪Q∪X, where each state in Q has rank 1, X = {xi | i ≥ 0} is the set of
variables, and each variable has rank 0. Similarly, the left-hand sides of transitions
are trees over Σ ∪ Q ∪ X.
The transducer is total if δ(q, a) is defined for all q ∈ Q and a ∈ Σ. The size of T ,
denoted |T |, is the sum of the size of its axiom and the sizes of the left-hand sides
and right-hand sides of its transitions.
The semantics [[q]] of every state q of the transducer is a partial function TΣ → T∆
which is defined by recursion over its argument. Assume the argument s of the
function [[q]] is of the form s = a(s1 , . . . , sk ). Assume further that δ(q, a) =
p[q1 (xi1 ), . . . , qr (xir )]. If the recursive calls [[qj ]](sij ) return results tj , then the call
[[q]](s) returns the value [[q]](s) = p[t1 , . . . , tr ]. If on the other hand, δ(q, a) is undefined or one of the recursive calls [[qj ]](sij ) is undefined, then the function [[q]] is
also undefined for s. In the following, we denote the domain of [[q]] by DOM (q).
The t-transducer T realizes a partial function [[T ]] : TΣ → T∆ . Assume that the
axiom of T is given by A = p[q1 (x0 ), . . . , qr (x0 )]. Then the domain of [[T ]], denoted
DOM (T ) and also called the domain of T , is defined by DOM (T ) = DOM (q1 )∩· · ·∩
DOM (qr ). For every s ∈ DOM (T ), the output [[T ]](s) of the transducer T on input s
is defined by:
[[T ]](s) = p[[[q1 ]](s), . . . , [[qr ]](s)].
We call two t-transducers T1 and T2 equivalent if [[T1 ]] = [[T2 ]]. A partial function
that can be realized by a t-transducer is called a t-translation.
In this paper we will, without loss of generality, only deal with t-transducers of
which all states are reachable. A state of a t-transducer T is called reachable if
5

it occurs in the axiom of T or in δ(q, a) for some reachable state q and some input symbol a. Intuitively, this means that it occurs in a (not necessarily successful)
computation of T starting with the axiom. The reachable states can be determined
in time linear in |T | by depth-first search of the directed graph with the states as
nodes and an edge from q to q ′ if q ′ occurs in δ(q, a) for some a, starting with
the states in the axiom. Obviously, the unreachable states of a t-transducer can be
removed, together with their transitions. Thus, for every t-transducer T an equivalent t-transducer T ′ can be constructed in linear time, such that all states of T ′ are
reachable.
If t-transducer T2 can be obtained from t-transducer T1 by a (bijective) renaming of
states, we will identify T1 and T2 . Note that, since all states are reachable, this can
be checked in linear time.
Top-down tree transducers were introduced by Thatcher and Rounds [24,23] (see
also [11] for a survey on tree transducers). Conventionally, a top-down tree transducer has an initial state, instead of an axiom. It should be clear that this choice has
no impact on the class of t-translations: to simulate a conventional transducer (with
initial state q0 ) using our model, simply define the axiom as q0 (x0 ). Conversely, to
simulate our transducer, with axiom p[q1 (x0 ), . . . , qr (x0 )], by a conventional one,
add the new state q0 as initial state and, for every input symbol a such that δ(qi , a)
is defined for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, define δ(q0 , a) as the tree p[δ(q1 , a), . . . , δ(qr , a)].
Example 1 We define a t-transducer TX = (Q, Σ, ∆, δ, A) that realizes the translation of XML documents with section and title markup as described in the Introduction. The transducer has states Q = {q0 , t, e, n, i d}, Σ containing at least the
symbols doc, sec, title, and nil, ∆ = Σ ∪ {toc}, axiom A = q0 (x0 ), and the following transitions in δ:
q0 (doc(x1 , x2 )) → doc(toc(t(x1 ), i d(x1 )), n(x2 ))
t(sec(x1 , x2 )) → title(e(x1 ), t(x2 ))
t(nil)

→ nil

e(title(x1 , x2 )) → i d(x1 )
n(nil)

→ nil

where the state i d has the obvious transitions to realize the identity on TΣ . Note
that the right-hand side of the first transition is p[t(x1 ), i d(x1 ), n(x2 )] where p is
the pattern doc(toc(⊤, ⊤), ⊤). 2
Wildcards
Query languages such as XPATH support a wildcard operator for selecting a node
with any label. Such a mechanism for dealing with arbitrary labels is also present in
6

pattern matching constructs of mainstream programming languages in the form of
the “default case”. For a fixed, finite set of ranks, this can be obtained in our setting
by enhancing the ranked input alphabet Σ with special symbols “∗k ”, representing
input labels of rank k that are arbitrary, but not in Σ. Then, a transition of the
form q(∗k (x1 , . . . , xk )) → ∗k (q(x1 ), . . . , q(xk )) copies any non-Σ symbol from
the input to the output tree. Note that in the context of XML we typically work on
binary trees (with leaves representing the empty hedge) and henceforth only need
one incarnation of the ∗-symbol of rank two.
Deterministic Top-Down Tree Automata
A deterministic top-down tree automaton (dtta for short) is a t-transducer M =
(Q, Σ, ∆, δ, A) such that ∆ = Σ, A = q0 (x0 ) for some q0 ∈ Q called the initial
state, and every transition in δ is of the form
q(a(x1 , . . . , xk )) → a(q1 (x1 ), . . . , qk (xk )).
In what follows, q0 (x0 ) will be abbreviated by q0 , and a(q1 (x1 ), . . . , qk (xk )) by
q1 · · · qk .
The language accepted by the dtta M is DOM (M), which equals DOM (q0 ). Note
that M realizes the identity on its domain, i.e., [[M]](s) = s for every s ∈ DOM (M).
We will say that a dtta M is minimal if for all states q, q ′ of M: DOM (q) 6= ∅, and
if q 6= q ′ then DOM (q) 6= DOM (q ′ ). Recall that we only consider t-transducers (and
hence dtta’s) of which all states are reachable.
The following two facts are well known:
Proposition 2
(1) The domain of every t-transducer T can be accepted by some dtta MT . Moreover, MT can be constructed from T in exponential time.
(2) For every dtta M with DOM (M) 6= ∅ an equivalent minimal dtta M ′ can be
constructed in polynomial time. Two minimal dtta’s are equivalent iff they are
the same; hence, M ′ is unique.
The first fact is shown in (the proof of) Theorem 3.1 of [4] by a straightforward
subset construction. Thus, the states of MT are sets of states of T . When MT arrives
in state B at a node of the input tree, B is the set of all states of T that arrive at that
node in parallel. Moreover, δ(B, a) is defined iff δ(q, a) is defined for all q ∈ B,
and so, DOM (B) is the intersection of all DOM (q), q ∈ B.
The second fact is well known (see [12] or Section II.11 of [13], and [21]) but is
also easy to prove. For the sake of completeness we briefly discuss the proof (also
7

because our formalism differs slightly from those in [12,13,21]). Every dtta can
be viewed as a context-free grammar, with the states as nonterminals, and with a
production q → a(q1 , . . . , qk ) corresponding to the transition q(a(x1 , . . . , xk )) →
a(q1 (x1 ), . . . , qk (xk )). The useless nonterminals can be removed from a contextfree grammar (and thus from the dtta) in linear time, cf., e.g., Section 7.4.3 in [15],
or [3]. Identifying all states q, q ′ with DOM (q) = DOM (q ′ ) then gives a minimal
dtta equivalent to the given one. To see that these pairs of states can be determined
in polynomial time, define the relation ≡ on the set of states of the dtta to be the
largest equivalence relation such that if q ≡ q ′ , then
(a) δ(q, a) is defined iff δ(q ′ , a) is defined, and
(b) if δ(q, a) = q1 · · · qk and δ(q ′ , a) = q1′ · · · qk′ , then qj ≡ qj′ for all j.
It is easy to show that DOM (q) = DOM (q ′ ) iff q ≡ q ′ . The equivalence relation ≡
can be computed in polynomial time by a standard fixpoint iteration.
Now consider two minimal dtta’s M and M ′ that are equivalent. Define the relation
q ≡ q ′ as above, with q a state from M and q ′ a state from M ′ . It is straightforward
to show that ≡ is a bijection between the states of M and M ′ , and that M and M ′
are the same up to the renaming ≡ of states.
Similar arguments will be used (in greater detail) for top-down tree transducers.

Transducers with Inspection
To be able to find, for every transducer, an equivalent transducer in (earliest) normal
form, as discussed in the Introduction, we need a slight extension of the t-transducer.
If a t-transducer inspects a subtree of the input tree, then it also has to produce output on that subtree; in other words, if a subtree is deleted, it cannot be inspected. In
this way the t-transducer differs from the finite-state string transducer, which must
always read the whole input string (possibly producing empty output). It is exactly
this feature that is responsible for the fact that the t-translations are not closed under
composition, see Section I of [23]. We now add to the t-transducer the facility to
inspect subtrees that are deleted, by allowing it to run a dtta in parallel with itself.
This makes sense from the point of view of XML transformations, because such
transformations are usually defined on trees that are valid with respect to a (generalized) DTD. Here we only allow DTD’s that can be expressed by a dtta. The
general case of an arbitrary regular tree language is treated at the end of this paper
(cf. also the transformational systems of [23]).
A deterministic top-down tree transducer with inspection (i-transducer for short) is
a pair T = (P, I) where
• P = (QP , Σ, ∆, δP , A) is a t-transducer and
• I = (QI , Σ, Σ, δI , c0 (x0 )) is a dtta
8

with the same input alphabet, and with QP ∩ QI = ∅. We define the set of states
and the transition function of T to be Q = QP ∪ QI and δ = δP ∪ δI respectively.
The states in QP are called processing states, and those of QI inspecting states,
with c0 being the initial inspecting state. Similarly, the transitions in δP and δI are
called processing and inspecting transitions, respectively. In what follows, we will
also specify i-transducer T as one tuple (Q, Σ, ∆, δ, A, c0 ), where QP , QI , δP , δI
are assumed to be specified implicitly. The size of T is |T | = |P | + |I|.
The translation realized by T is the restriction of [[P ]] to
partial function

DOM (I),

i.e., it is the

[[T ]] = {(s, [[P ]](s)) | s ∈ DOM (P ) ∩ DOM (I)}.
The domain of T is defined to be DOM (T ) = DOM (P ) ∩ DOM (I); in other words, it
is the domain of [[T ]]. We observe that DOM (T ) can be accepted by some dtta MT ,
which can be constructed in exponential time. In fact, a dtta MP with DOM (MP ) =
DOM (P ) can be constructed in exponential time by Proposition 2, and then MT can
be obtained from MP and I by an obvious product construction in quadratic time.
Two i-transducers T1 and T2 are called equivalent if [[T1 ]] = [[T2 ]]. A partial function
that can be realized by an i-transducer is called an i-translation.
For a given input alphabet Σ, let Iid be the (unique) total dtta with set of states {i d};
note that DOM (Iid ) = TΣ and that Iid is minimal. An i-transducer T = (P, Iid) is
“really” a t-transducer. For that reason, every t-transducer will also be considered to
be an i-transducer. An i-transducer is total if it corresponds to a total t-transducer.
By definition, the i-translations are just the restrictions of the t-translations to the
dtta languages. Equivalently, the i-translations are the compositions of the dtta
translations (which are the identities on dtta languages) with the t-translations.
Thus, every i-translation is the composition of two t-translations. This also holds
in the other direction, because the class of i-translations is closed under composition, as shown in [10]. The closedness of the i-translations under composition
(as opposed to the t-translations) is important when i-transducers are considered
as queries on XML databases, because it allows the use of views: an i-query on an
i-view of the database can be replaced by an equivalent i-query on the database.

4 Common Prefixes

Consider a processing state q of an i-transducer T with nonempty domain DOM (q).
Define the pattern
G
pref(q) = {[[q]](s) | s ∈ DOM (q)}
9

as the common prefix of all outputs possibly produced by q. Since the set of patterns
is a complete lattice, the pattern pref(q) is well defined.
Example 3 Consider the total t-transducer T1 with the following two transitions:
q(a(x1 , x2 )) → d(q(x1 ), d(q(x1 ), e))
q(e)

→ d(d(e, e), d(e, e)).

Obviously, all outputs generated by the state q start with the pattern d(⊤, d(⊤, e)).
In fact, the common prefix of all outputs produced by q is the pattern pref(q) =
d(d(⊤, ⊤), d(⊤, e)). 2
We will show how to compute the common prefixes pref(q), q ∈ QP , under
the assumption that the transducer T is uniform. An i-transducer T = (P, I) =
(Q, Σ, ∆, δ, A, c0 ) is called uniform if I is a minimal dtta and there is a mapping
ρ : QP → QI with the following properties (for all q, c, q̄, c̄ ∈ Q):
(1) ρ(q) = c0 if q occurs in A;
(2) if ρ(q) = c then, for every a ∈ Σ:
(a) δ(q, a) is defined iff δ(c, a) is defined, and
(b) if, for the same variable xi , q̄(xi ) occurs in δ(q, a) and c̄(xi ) in δ(c, a),
then ρ(q̄) = c̄.
The fact that DOM (c1 ) 6= DOM (c2 ) for distinct states c1 , c2 ∈ QI will only play a
role in the proof of Theorem 15. It will, however, be frequently used that DOM (c)
is nonempty for every c ∈ QI .
Note that since all states of P are reachable, the mapping ρ is unique (when it
exists). Moreover, if T is uniform, ρ can easily be computed in linear time (by an
obvious variant of depth-first search). The mapping ρ will be called the relevance
map of the uniform i-transducer T .
Intuitively, uniformity of T = (P, I) means that, during a computation of P and
I on an input tree s, starting with the axiom A and the initial state c0 respectively,
the processing states are keeping track of the inspecting state (by uniformity properties (1) and (2b)). Since, as will be shown in the next lemma, the dtta I accepts
DOM (T ), the processing states “follow” the behavior of the state of I at the current
node of s. This means that a processing state q with ρ(q) = c continues its computation, at a certain node of s, iff the inspecting state c does (by uniformity property (2a)). In this way, q only processes “relevant” subtrees of s. In fact, DOM (c) is
the set of all input subtrees that are processed by q during the computations of T
(starting with A and c0 ) on input trees from DOM (T ). Since DOM (c) 6= ∅, this also
implies that every processing state of T occurs in at least one such computation.
Next we state some easy properties of uniform transducers.
10

Lemma 4 Let T = (Q, Σ, ∆, δ, A, c0 ) be a uniform i-transducer with relevance
map ρ. Then the following statements hold.
(1) If ρ(q) = c, then DOM (c) ⊆ DOM (q).
(2) DOM (c0 ) = DOM (T ).
(3) For every c ∈ QI and s ∈ TΣ , there is a tree s′ ∈ DOM (c) such that for every
q with ρ(q) = c, [[q]](s′ ) = [[q]](s) if s ∈ DOM (q).
F
(4) If ρ(q) = c, then pref(q) = {[[q]](s) | s ∈ DOM (c)}.
PROOF. (1) We proceed by induction on the structure of s, and show that s ∈
DOM (c) implies s ∈ DOM (q). Assume that s = a(s1 , . . . , sk ) ∈ DOM (c). Then
there exist c1 , . . . , ck such that δ(c, a) = c1 · · · ck and si ∈ DOM (ci ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
By uniformity property (2a), δ(q, a) is defined, say δ(q, a) = p[q1 (xi1 ), . . . , qr (xir )],
and by uniformity property (2b), ρ(qj ) = cij for all j = 1, . . . , r. By induction,
sij ∈ DOM (qj ). Hence [[q]](s) = p[[[q1 ]](si1 ), . . . , [[qr ]](sir )], and so s ∈ DOM (q).
(2) If A = p[q1 (x0 ), . . . , qr (x0 )], then DOM (T ) = (DOM (q1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ DOM (qr )) ∩
DOM (c0 ). By uniformity property (1), and by statement (1) of this lemma, this
equals DOM (c0 ).
(3) The proof is by induction on the structure of s. Let s = a(s1 , . . . , sk ). Assume
first that δ(c, a) is undefined. Then δ(q, a) is undefined for every q with ρ(q) = c,
by uniformity property (2a). And so, [[q]](s) is undefined for every such q, i.e.,
s∈
/ DOM (q). Thus we can take s′ to be any element of DOM (c), which is nonempty
by minimality of I.
Now assume that δ(c, a) is defined, say δ(c, a) = c1 · · · ck . By induction, there exist
input trees s′i ∈ DOM (ci ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that if ρ(q̄) = ci , then [[q̄]](s′i ) = [[q̄]](si )
if si ∈ DOM (q̄). Now take s′ = a(s′1 , . . . , s′k ). Obviously s′ ∈ DOM (c). For every q
with ρ(q) = c, if q̄(xi ) occurs in δ(q, a), then ρ(q̄) = ci by uniformity property (2b).
From that it easily follows that s′ has the desired property.
(4) This is an immediate consequence of statement (3). 2

Note that uniformity does not imply that the processing states that arrive at a particular node of the input tree (and hence are mapped to the same inspecting state),
all have the same domain.
Example 5 Consider the i-transducer T = (P, I) with the input (and output) alphabet Σ consisting of a nullary input symbol e and a binary input symbol a, with
processing transitions δ(q1 , a) = q(x1 ), δ(q2 , a) = q(x2 ), δ(q, e) = e, and axiom
a(q1 (x0 ), q2 (x0 )). The dtta I is the minimal dtta accepting the domain {a(e, e)}
of P . It has states c0 and c (with c0 the initial state), and inspecting transitions
δ(c0 , a) = cc and δ(c, e) = ε. Thus, T is uniform with relevance map ρ = {q1 7→
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c0 , q2 7→ c0 , q 7→ c}. Note however, that the domain of [[q1 ]] is {a(e, t) | t ∈ TΣ }
while the domain of [[q2 ]] is {a(t, e) | t ∈ TΣ }. The sets of relevant inputs for q1 as
well as for q2 are given by DOM (c0 ) = {a(e, e)}.
As an example application of statement (3) of Lemma 4, consider the inspecting
state c0 and the input tree s = a(e, a(e, e)) ∈ DOM (q1 ). To find a tree s′ ∈ DOM (c0 ),
we first observe that δ(c0 , a) = cc. Thus, s′ = a(s′1 , s′2 ) where s′1 is obtained from
c and s1 = e, and s′2 from c and s2 = a(e, e). Since δ(c, e) is defined, s′1 = e. Since
δ(c, a) is undefined, s′2 is chosen arbitrarily in DOM (c) = {e}, i.e., s′2 = e. Hence
s′ = a(e, e) satisfies statement (3) of the lemma: s′ ∈ DOM (c0 ) and [[q1 ]](s′ ) = e =
[[q1 ]](s). 2
According to our definition, a total i-transducer T is always uniform (with ρ(q) =
i d for every processing state q). Consider the i-transducer T = (P, I) where P is
the t-transducer TX from Example 1, and I is the minimal dtta for DOM (P ). If T
would be uniform, with relevance map ρ, then its first transition would imply that
ρ(t) = ρ(i d), by uniformity property (2b). But δ(i d, title) = title(i d(x1 ), i d(x2 ))
whereas δ(t, title) is undefined, contradicting uniformity property (2a). Thus, T is
not uniform.
We now show that every i-transducer with a nonempty domain is (effectively)
equivalent to a uniform transducer.
Lemma 6 For every i-transducer T with DOM (T ) 6= ∅, a uniform i-transducer T ′
can be constructed in exponential time such that [[T ′ ]] = [[T ]].

PROOF. Let T = (P, I) = (Q, Σ, ∆, δ, A, c0 ) be an i-transducer with DOM (T ) 6=
∅. By Proposition 2, a dtta accepting DOM (T ) can be constructed in exponential
time, and using polynomial time, this dtta can be turned into an equivalent minimal
dtta. For this reason, we assume from now on that DOM (I) = DOM (T ), and that I
is minimal (which is a first requirement for uniformity). It should be clear that the
construction in the remainder of the proof can be performed in polynomial time.
The idea for the new transducer T ′ simply consists of incorporating the state of the
dtta I into the states of the t-transducer P , when they are running in parallel on
the same input tree. Accordingly, T ′ = (P ′ , I) and the states of P ′ will be of the
form hq, ci with q ∈ QP and c ∈ QI . We will define the states and transitions of P ′
inductively, and simultaneously show that DOM (c) ⊆ DOM (q) for every state hq, ci.
We observe here that if DOM (c) ⊆ DOM (q), then hq, ci satisfies the following property (†): for every a ∈ Σ, if δ(c, a) is defined then δ(q, a) is defined. In fact, if
δ(c, a) = c1 · · · ck , then there is a tree s = a(s1 , . . . , sk ) such that s ∈ DOM (c)
(because DOM (ci ) 6= ∅ for all ci , by minimality of I); hence s ∈ DOM (q) and so
δ(q, a) is defined.
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If A = p[q1 (x0 ), . . . , qr (x0 )], then the axiom A′ of T ′ is
A′ = p[hq1 , c0 i(x0 ), . . . , hqr , c0 i(x0 )]
where hq1 , c0 i, . . . , hqr , c0 i are new states of P ′. Note that
DOM (T ) ⊆ DOM (qi ).

DOM (c0 )

=

DOM (I)

=

For a new state hq, ci of P ′ and an input symbol a ∈ Σ of rank k, assume that
δ(c, a) is defined and given by δ(c, a) = c1 · · · ck . Then, by (†), the t-transducer P
has a transition
q(a(x1 , . . . , xk )) → p[q1 (xi1 ), . . . qr (xir )].
Accordingly, the new t-transducer P ′ has the transition:
hq, ci(a(x1 , . . . , xk )) → p[hq1 , ci1 i(xi1 ), . . . , hqr , cir i(xir )]
for further states hqj , cij i, j = 1, . . . , r. It should be clear that DOM (cij ) ⊆ DOM (qj ):
If si is an arbitrary element of DOM (ci ), for i = 1, . . . , k, then s = a(s1 , . . . , sk )
is in DOM (c). Since we already know that DOM (c) ⊆ DOM (q), we obtain that
s ∈ DOM (q), and hence sij ∈ DOM (qj ). Note that this argument is correct because
all DOM (ci ) are nonempty.
Obviously, by construction, the resulting transducer T ′ is uniform with the relevance map ρ that maps every pair hq, ci to its second component c. Moreover, it
is straightforward to verify by structural induction on input trees s that for every
state hq, ci of P ′ , if s ∈ DOM (c), then s ∈ DOM (hq, ci) and [[hq, ci]](s) = [[q]](s).
Since DOM (c0 ) = DOM (T ), this implies by construction of the axiom A′ of T ′ , that
[[T ]] ⊆ [[T ′ ]]. From the fact that DOM (T ′ ) ⊆ DOM (I) = DOM (T ), we conclude that
T and T ′ are equivalent. 2
The size of T ′ in the proof of Lemma 6 heavily depends on the size of the dtta
accepting DOM (T ), and hence on the number (of combinations) of different states
that arrive at a node of the input tree in parallel. In practice we expect that this
number is not too large. In fact, the bulk of practical translations are of linear size
increase, i.e., the size of every output tree is bounded by a constant times the size
of the corresponding input tree. It is well known by an old result of Aho and Ullman [1] that for any linear size increase (deterministic) top-down tree translation
there is (effectively) a transducer that is “finite-copying”. The latter means that the
number of states arriving at any input node is bounded by a constant c (called the
“copying number”). For a transducer with copying number c, the size of the dtta
accepting DOM (T ) is at most exponential in c, and hence, so is the running time of
the construction of Lemma 6. Note that the transducer of Example 1 has copying
number 2.
Example 7 We will turn the t-transducer TX = (Q, Σ, ∆, δ, A) of Example 1 into
an equivalent uniform i-transducer TX′ = (P ′, I). The minimal dtta I with domain
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DOM (I)

= DOM (TX ) has the same states as TX , with primes to distinguish them,
it has initial state q0′ , and the following transitions:
δI (q0′ , doc) = t′ n′
δI (t′ , sec) = e′ t′
δI (t′ , nil) = ε
δI (e′ , title) = i d′ i d′
δI (n′ , nil) = ε
where i d′ has all transitions to realize the identity on TΣ . The t-transducer P ′ has
states hq, q ′ i for all q ∈ Q, which we will again denote by q, and it has states hi d, t′ i
and hi d, e′ i, which we will denote by i dt and i de , respectively. Note that ρ(q) = q ′ ,
ρ(i dt ) = t′ = ρ(t), and ρ(i de ) = e′ = ρ(e). The axiom of P ′ is still q0 (x0 ), and its
transitions are:
q0 (doc(x1 , x2 )) → doc(toc(t(x1 ), i dt (x1 )), n(x2 ))
t(sec(x1 , x2 ))

→ title(e(x1 ), t(x2 ))

t(nil)

→ nil

i dt (sec(x1 , x2 )) → sec(i de (x1 ), i dt (x2 ))
i dt (nil)

→ nil

e(title(x1 , x2 ))

→ i d(x1 )

i de (title(x1 , x2 )) → title(i d(x1 ), i d(x2 ))
n(nil)

→ nil

where, as before, the state i d has all transitions to realize the identity on TΣ .

2

We now turn to the computation of the common prefixes of uniform i-transducers.
For a uniform i-transducer T with relevance map ρ, let η(T ) denote the maximal
size of output trees produced for relevant input trees of minimal depth, i.e., η(T ) =
max{size([[q]](s)) | q ∈ QP , s ∈ Sρ(q) } where, for c ∈ QI , Sc = {s ∈ DOM (c) |
∀s′ ∈ DOM (c) : depth(s) ≤ depth(s′ )}.
We observe that a specific collection of trees tq = [[q]](sρ(q) ), q ∈ QP , with sc ∈
Sc for every c ∈ QI , can be computed in time O(|T | · η(T )). To see this, note
first that trees sc ∈ Sc , c ∈ QI , can be computed by an obvious variant of the
algorithm that computes the useful nonterminals of a context-free grammar: when
the algorithm treats a transition δ(c, a) = c1 · · · ck and trees sci have already been
computed for i = 1, . . . , k, the tree sc is set to a(sc1 , . . . , sck ). It is easy to see that
the depth of sc is minimal. The time taken by the algorithm is linear in the sum
of |I| (as it is a variant of the known algorithm) and the time to write down the
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trees sc , i.e., the sum of their sizes. However, we do not wish to compute sc , but the
output trees tq = [[q]](sc ), for every q ∈ QP with ρ(q) = c. So, instead, when the
algorithm treats a transition δ(c, a) = c1 · · · ck , it computes for each such q the tree
tq = [[q]](sc ) by substituting tq̄ for every q̄(xi ) in δ(q, a). Note that since ρ(q̄) = ci ,
the tree tq̄ = [[q̄]](sci ) was assumed to be computed before. The time taken by this
algorithm is linear in the sum of |I| and the sizes of the trees tq , q ∈ QP . Since
size(tq ) ≤ η(T ), the time is linear in |I| + |QP | · η(T ), and so it is O(|T | · η(T )).
Then we have:
Theorem 8 Let T = (P, I) = (Q, Σ, ∆, δ, A, c0 ) be a uniform i-transducer.
The common prefixes pref(q), q ∈ QP , can be computed in time O(|T | · η(T )).
They are of size at most η(T ).
If A = p[q1 (x0 ), . . . , qr (x0 )], then
G

{[[T ]](s) | s ∈ DOM (T )} = p[pref(q1 ), . . . , pref(qr )].

PROOF. For the complete lattice P∆ , we construct the following system of inequations for the unknown patterns Yq , q ∈ QP :
Yq ⊒ p[Yq1 , . . . , Yqr ] whenever δ(q, a) = p[q1 (xi1 ), . . . , qr (xir )].
Here, we define substitution to be strict, meaning that p[p1 , . . . , pr ] = ⊥ whenever
pi = ⊥ for some i. Each right-hand side in this constraint system is monotonic in
its arguments, and hence the system has a least solution. A closer look reveals that
it is distributive for argument sequences of patterns, i.e., for any nonempty set S
of sequences (p1 , . . . , pr ) with pj 6= ⊥ for all j = 1, . . . , r and least upper bound
(p̄1 , . . . , p̄r ),
p[p̄1 , . . . , p̄r ] =

G

{p[p1 , . . . , pr ] | (p1 , . . . , pr ) ∈ S}.

Note that it is crucial that we have joint distributivity w.r.t. nonempty sets of sequences of patterns and not just distributivity in each component separately: the
reason is that during the computation of the transducer the different components
may not be chosen independently of each other.
First, we show that the patterns pref(q), q ∈ QP , are a solution of the system of inequations. For that, let δ(q, a) = p[q1 (xi1 ), . . . , qr (xir )] be a processing transition
of T . We claim that:
pref(q) ⊒ p[pref(q1 ), . . . , pref(qr )].
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Let ρ(q) = c, where ρ is the relevance map of T . By (4) of Lemma 4,
F

{[[q]](s) | s ∈ DOM (c)}

pref(q) =

F

{p[[[q1 ]](si1 ), . . . , [[qr ]](sir )] | s = a(s1 , . . . , sk ) ∈

⊒

DOM (c)}

F

{p[[[q1 ]](si1 ), . . . , [[qr ]](sir )] | s1 ∈ DOM (c1 ), . . . , sk ∈ DOM (ck )}

=

where δ(c, a) = c1 · · · ck is an inspecting transition of T , which exists by uniformity
property (2a). By joint distributivity, the least upper bound operation can be pushed
inwards:
F

. . . = p[ {([[q1 ]](si1 ), . . . , [[qr ]](sir )) | s1 ∈ DOM (c1 ), . . . , sk ∈ DOM (ck )}]
F

= p[ {[[q1 ]](s1 ) | s1 ∈

DOM (ci1 )}, . . . ,

F

{[[qr ]](sr ) | sr ∈ DOM (cir )}]

= p[pref(q1 ), . . . , pref(qr )]
where the latter equality follows again from (4) of Lemma 4, because ρ(qj ) = cij
by uniformity property (2b).
In a similar way we can show the second statement of this theorem: By definition
of [[T ]], (2) of Lemma 4, joint distributivity, uniformity property (1), and (4) of
Lemma 4,
F

{[[T ]](s) | s ∈

=

F

DOM (T )}

{p[[[q1 ]](s), . . . , [[qr ]](s)] | s ∈ DOM (c0 )}
F

= p[ {[[q1 ]](s) | s ∈

DOM (c0 )}, . . . ,

F

{[[qr ]](s) | s ∈ DOM (c0 )}]

= p[pref(q1 ), . . . , pref(qr )].
Now let yq , q ∈ QP , denote any solution of our system of in-equations. We claim
that yq ⊒ [[q]](s) for every q ∈ Q and every input s ∈ DOM (q). From this claim, we
deduce that
G
yq ⊒ {[[q]](s) | s ∈ DOM (q)} = pref(q).
Thus, the patterns pref(q), q ∈ QP , constitute not just some solution of the system
of in-equations, but the least solution.
We prove the claim by structural induction on s. Assume that s = a(s1 , . . . , sk ) ∈
DOM (q) and δ(q, a) = p[q1 (xi1 ), . . . , qr (xir )] is a transition of T . Since yq , q ∈
QP , is a solution of the system of in-equations, we have: yq ⊒ p[yq1 , . . . , yqr ]. By
induction hypothesis for the si , yqj ⊒ [[qj ]](sij ), and therefore by monotonicity,
yq ⊒ p[yq1 , . . . , yqr ] ⊒ p[[[q1 ]](si1 ), . . . , [[qr ]](sir )] = [[q]](s).
This completes the proof of the claim.
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In order to compute the least solution of our system of in-equations, we first compute for every processing state q an output tree tq = [[q]](s) for some tree s ∈
Sρ(q) . As mentioned before this theorem, such trees tq can be computed in time
O(|T | · η(T )). For each q, the tree tq is a lower bound for the pattern pref(q), i.e.,
pref(q) ⊒ tq . Since size(tq ) ≤ η(T ), the size of pref(q) is at most η(T ). Taking
tq as the initial value of the variable Yq , subsequent fixpoint iteration will compute
the least solution, only replacing subtrees of tq with ⊤. Therefore, the number of
updates to the variable Yq is bounded by size(tq ) ≤ η(T ), and the least solution can
be computed in time quadratic in |T | · η(T ).
In the remainder of this proof we describe an algorithm that computes the least
solution in time linear in |T | · η(T ). Construct a directed graph G = (V, E) and a
subset S of V , as follows. The set V of nodes consists of all pairs hq, vi with v a
node of tq . The set S ⊆ V consists of all hq, vi such that v has an ancestor w with
the following property: there is an in-equation Yq ⊒ p[Yq1 , . . . , Yqr ] such that w is a
/
node of p[tq1 , . . . , tqr ], with a label different from its label in tq . Note that if hq, vi ∈
S, then v is a node of p[tq1 , . . . , tqr ] for every in-equation Yq ⊒ p[Yq1 , . . . , Yqr ].
Finally, the set of edges E consists all pairs (hq ′ , v ′ i, hq, vi) such that hq, vi ∈
/ S
and there are an in-equation Yq ⊒ p[Yq1 , . . . , Yqr ] and a j ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that
q ′ = qj and v = uj .v ′ , where uj is the j-th node of p labeled with ⊤ (i.e., v is a
node of p[tq1 , . . . , tqr ] that “corresponds to” node v ′ of tqj ). Intuitively, if hq, vi ∈ S
then in the first round of fixpoint iteration (with tq as initial value of Yq ), node v is
removed from tq (or replaced by ⊤); and an edge (hq ′, v ′ i, hq, vi) means that if v ′ is
removed from tq′ , then in the next round v is removed from tq .
The set S can be computed by a depth-first left-to-right traversal of tq for each inequation Yq ⊒ p[Yq1 , . . . , Yqr ], simultaneously traversing p[tq1 , . . . , tqr ]. Since each
such traversal takes time size(tq ), the total time is linear in |T | · η(T ). Then the set
E can be computed in a similar way. Thus, G has size O(|T | · η(T )).
Now define pq to be the pattern such that pq ⊒ tq , and v ∈ V (tq ) is a non-⊤ node of
pq iff hq, vi is not reachable from S in G. That pq is indeed a pattern, can easily be
proved: if hq, wi is reachable from S and w is an ancestor of v in tq , then hq, vi is
reachable from S. We now claim that the patterns pq , q ∈ QP , are the least solution
of the in-equations. We leave the straightforward proof to the reader: first show that
pq , q ∈ QP , is a solution, and then show that if yq , q ∈ QP , is any solution with
yq ⊒ tq for all q, then yq ⊒ pq for all q. The nodes hq, vi that are reachable from S
can be determined by depth-first search of G, in time linear in its size. Hence, the
patterns pq can be determined in time O(|T | · η(T )). 2

Consider a total transducer T . For every processing state q and every symbol e of
rank 0, T has a transition q(e) → t for some tree t ∈ T∆ . A rough upper bound
to the sizes of such trees is given by the size of T itself, and so η(T ) ≤ |T |.
Hence, according to Theorem 8, the common prefixes for all processing states can
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be computed for total transducers in quadratic time, i.e., in time O(|T |2).
In the case of non-total uniform transducers, we do not have at hand the small trees
δ(q, e) as for total transducers. Instead, however, we can rely for a processing state
q, on some output tree t returned by [[q]] on a relevant input tree s ∈ DOM (ρ(q))
of minimal depth. Obviously, the depth of such a tree s is at most the number of
inspecting states of T , which is at most |T |. Accordingly, the size of the output tree
t = [[q]](s) is at most exponential in |T |. Hence, the value η(T ) of Theorem 8 can
be at most exponential in the size of T , and so the common prefixes of a uniform
i-transducer can be computed in exponential time.
Example 9 Consider the total transducer T1 of Example 3 with the transitions
δ(q, a) = d(q(x1 ), d(q(x1 ), e)) and δ(q, e) = d(d(e, e), d(e, e)). The corresponding system of in-equations is
Yq ⊒ d(Yq , d(Yq , e))
Yq ⊒ d(d(e, e), d(e, e)).
Fixpoint iteration (starting with y (0) = ⊥) terminates after only three rounds:
y (1) = d(d(e, e), d(e, e))
y (2) = d(d(⊤, ⊤), d(⊤, e)) = y (3)
where y (i) denotes the i-th Kleene approximation of the least solution for the variable Yq .
Clearly, sρ(q) = e and tq = [[q]](e) = d(d(e, e), d(e, e)). Thus, initializing Yq with
tq gives the same iteration as above. For the graph G = (V, E), V = {hq, vi | v ∈
V (tq )}. The sets S and E are obtained by comparing tq with p[tq , tq ], where p =
d(⊤, d(⊤, e)) is the pattern of δ(q, a). This gives S = {hq, 1.1i, hq, 1.2i, hq, 2.1i}
and E = {(hq, εi, hq, 1i)}. Hence the only reachable nodes of G are those in S,
and so pq is obtained from tq by replacing nodes 1.1, 1.2, and 2.1 by ⊤, i.e., pq =
d(d(⊤, ⊤), d(⊤, e)). 2

5 Earliest Transducers

A uniform i-transducer T is called earliest if for every processing state q of T there
exist input trees s1 and s2 such that the roots of [[q]](s1 ) and [[q]](s2 ) have different
labels. In other words, pref(q) = ⊤ for all processing states q. In particular, by the
second statement of Theorem 8, this implies that the pattern p of the axiom of T
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equals the least upper bound of all outputs produced by T , i.e.,
p=

G

{[[T ]](s) | s ∈ DOM (T )}.

Example 10 The uniform i-transducer TX′ = (P ′, I) of Example 7 is not earliest,
because the roots of all outputs of q0 , i de , and n are labeled doc, title, and nil, respectively. However, TX′ can easily be turned into an equivalent earliest transducer
TX′′ = (P ′′ , I), as follows.
Replace state q0 by two states, q01 and q02 , and similarly for state i de . Furthermore, remove state n and remove the transitions for q0 , i de , and n. Replace the
axiom by doc(toc(q01 (x0 ), q02 (x0 )), nil), change the transition for i dt and sec into
i dt (sec(x1 , x2 )) → sec(title(i d1e (x1 ), i d2e (x1 )), i dt (x2 )), and add the following transitions for the new states:
q01 (doc(x1 , x2 )) → t(x1 )
q02 (doc(x1 , x2 )) → i dt (x1 )
i d1e (title(x1 , x2 )) → i d(x1 )
i d2e (title(x1 , x2 )) → i d(x2 ).
Note that P ′′ does not process the second input subtree of doc any more, but that
I still inspects that tree to check that it is nil. This is the reason that we had to add
the inspection facility to the top-down tree transducer in order to obtain our normal
form result. 2
We now prove the normal form result mentioned in the Abstract and discussed in
the Introduction.
Theorem 11 Every i-transducer T with
an earliest i-transducer T ′ .

DOM (T )

6= ∅ is effectively equivalent to

If T is uniform, then T ′ can be constructed in time O(|T | · η(T )).
If T is total, then T ′ can be constructed in time O(|T |2 ).

PROOF. By Lemma 6, we can construct for every transducer with nonempty domain an equivalent uniform transducer. Therefore, assume that the i-transducer
T = (P, I) is uniform. By Theorem 8, we can compute for every processing state
q of T , the pattern pref(q) which is common to all outputs produced by q. The idea
then is to produce this common prefix as early as possible. Together with the state
q, we additionally record the node v in the pattern pref(q) which is to be expanded
next. This means that the processing states of the new i-transducer T ′ = (P ′ , I) are
of the form hq, vi where q ∈ QP , and v is one of the nodes of pref(q) labeled with
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⊤. Note that the inspecting dtta of T ′ is the same as the one of T . To ensure that all
states of P ′ are reachable, we will define the states and transitions of P ′ inductively.
If A = p[q1 (x0 ), . . . , qr (x0 )] is the axiom of T , then the axiom A′ of T ′ is given by:
A′ = p[ p1 [hq1 , v1,1 i(x0 ), . . . , hq1 , v1,l1 i(x0 )], . . . ,
pr [hqr , vr,1 i(x0 ), . . . , hqr , vr,lr i(x0 )] ]
where vj,1, . . . , vj,lj is the left-to-right sequence of nodes in pj = pref(qj ) labeled
with ⊤. All pairs hq, vi in A′ are new states in P ′ .
For a new state hq, vi of P ′ and an input symbol a, assume that
δ(q, a) = p[q1 (xi1 ), . . . , qr (xir )]
in P . Let pj = pref(qj ) for j = 1, . . . , r. From the proof of Theorem 8 we know
that pref(q) ⊒ p[p1 , . . . , pr ]. Hence, v is a node of p[p1 , . . . , pr ]. Then we define
δ ′ (hq, vi, a) = the subtree at node v of the tree
p[ p1 [hq1 , v1,1 i(xi1 ), . . . , hq1 , v1,l1 i(xi1 )], . . . ,
pr [hqr , vr,1 i(xir ), . . . , hqr , vr,lr i(xir )] ]
in P ′ , where vj,1 , . . . , vj,lj is the left-to-right sequence of nodes in pj labeled with
⊤. All pairs hq ′ , v ′ i in δ ′ (hq, vi, a) are further states of P ′ .
Since DOM (I) = DOM (T ) by (2) of Lemma 4, the following claim suffices to prove
that T ′ and T are equivalent. It can easily be shown by structural induction on input
tree s.
Claim: For every processing state hq, vi of T ′ and every input tree s ∈
[[hq, vi]](s) is defined and equals the subtree of [[q]](s) at node v.

DOM (q),

It should be clear that T ′ is uniform with relevance map ρ′ defined by ρ′ (hq, vi) =
ρ(q), where ρ is the relevance map of T . The transducer T ′ is also earliest: For
every processing state hq, vi of T ′ , node v in pref(q) is labeled ⊤. By the definition
of pref, this means that there are input trees s1 and s2 such that the label of v in
[[q]](s1 ) is different from the label of v in [[q]](s2 ); hence, by the claim above, the
roots of [[hq, vi]](s1 ) and [[hq, vi]](s2 ) have different labels.
It remains to consider the complexity bounds stated in the theorem. According
to Theorem 8, the given bounds are sufficient to compute the common prefixes
pref(q), which are of size at most η(T ). Every transition of T for a processing state
q gives rise to at most η(T ) transitions of T ′ for processing states hq, vi where the
sum of the sizes of all right-hand sides is bounded by the original size times η(T ).
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Moreover, each new right-hand side can be produced in time linear in its size. A
similar statement holds for the axioms. Hence, the construction of T ′ from T takes
time O(|T | · η(T )). 2
Example 12 Consider again the total transducer T1 of Example 3, with axiom A =
q(x0 ) and transitions
q(a(x1 , x2 )) → d(q(x1 ), d(q(x1 ), e))
q(e)

→ d(d(e, e), d(e, e)).

We have seen in Example 9 that pref(q) = d(d(⊤, ⊤), d(⊤, e)). Thus, the states of
the new transducer T1′ are hq, 1.1i, hq, 1.2i, and hq, 2.1i, which we will denote by
1, 2, and 3, respectively. The axiom of the new transducer T ′ is
A′ = d(d(1(x0 ), 2(x0 )), d(3(x0 ), e)).
Let us now construct the transitions of T1′ corresponding to the first transition of
T1 . Note that δ(q, a) = p[q(x1 ), q(x1 )] for the pattern p = d(⊤, d(⊤, e)). Let t =
pref(q)[1(x1 ), 2(x1 ), 3(x1 )] = d(d(1(x1 ), 2(x1 )), d(3(x1 ), e)). Then δ ′ (hq, vi, a) is
the subtree at node v of the tree p[t, t] = d(t, d(t, e)). For v = 1.1, 1.2, 2.1 these
subtrees are: the first subtree of t, the second subtree of t, and t itself, respectively.
Thus, the new transitions are
1(a(x1 , x2 )) → d(1(x1 ), 2(x1 ))
2(a(x1 , x2 )) → d(3(x1 ), e)
3(a(x1 , x2 )) → d(d(1(x1), 2(x1 )), d(3(x1), e)).
Since δ ′ (hq, vi, e) is the subtree at node v of δ(q, e), the transitions of T1′ corresponding to the second transition of T1 are i(e) → e for i = 1, 2, 3. 2

6 Minimizing Earliest Transducers

The key property of earliest transducers is that they produce the respective output
trees in a canonical fashion. This means that for two processing states q and q ′ of an
earliest i-transducer, with ρ(q) = ρ(q ′ ), the (partial) functions [[q]] and [[q ′ ]] are equal
if and only if the patterns on the right-hand sides of all corresponding transitions
are equal and the corresponding recursive calls in the right-hand sides agree.
Formally, let T be an earliest i-transducer with relevance map ρ. On the set QP of
processing states of T we define the relation ≡ to be the largest equivalence relation
∼ that satisfies the following property (∗):
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If q ∼ q ′ , then
(a) ρ(q) = ρ(q ′ ), and
(b) if δ(q, a) = p[q1 (xi1 ), . . . , qr (xir )] and δ(q ′ , a) = p′ [q1′ (xi′1 ), . . . , qr′ ′ (xi′r′ )],
then p = p′ , r = r ′ , and for all j = 1, . . . , r, ij = i′j and qj ∼ qj′ .
Note that ≡ is well defined. In fact, the set of equivalence relations on QP is a
complete lattice with respect to ⊇ (the inverse of inclusion), with intersection as
join and QP × QP as bottom element. For a given equivalence relation ∼, let f (∼)
be the equivalence relation such that q f (∼) q ′ iff statements (a) and (b) hold. Since
f is monotone, it has a least fixpoint, which is the equivalence relation ≡. Thus, ≡
S
equals i≥0 f i (QP × QP ) and can be computed by fixpoint iteration. Clearly, the
number of iterations is at most |QP |, and each iteration step compares at most |QP |2
pairs of states. Hence the total number of comparisons is at most |QP |3 . However,
if one keeps track of representatives of the equivalence classes of f i(QP × QP ),
then it is not difficult to see that at most O(|QP |2 ) comparisons are needed. Since
each comparison takes at most O(|T |) time, ≡ can be computed in time O(|T |3 ).
The equivalence relation ≡ and its computation are similar to those in the minimization of deterministic top-down tree automata, cf. [12,13,21] and Section 3.
Theorem 13 Let T = (Q, Σ, ∆, δ, A, c0 ) be an earliest i-transducer, with relevance map ρ. Then the following holds:
(1) The equivalence relation ≡ can be computed in time O(|T |3 ).
(2) For processing states q, q ′ of T with ρ(q) = ρ(q ′ ), the following three statements are equivalent:
(a) q ≡ q ′ ;
(b) [[q]] = [[q ′ ]];
(c) [[q]](s) = [[q ′ ]](s) for all s ∈ DOM (ρ(q)).

PROOF. Since assertion (1) was proved above, it remains to prove assertion (2).
(a) ⇒ (b). Assume that q ≡ q ′ . It is straightforward to show by structural induction
on input trees s that s ∈ DOM (q) iff s ∈ DOM (q ′ ), and that [[q]](s) = [[q ′ ]](s)
whenever s ∈ DOM (q). Hence [[q]] = [[q ′ ]].
(b) ⇒ (c) is obvious, by (1) of Lemma 4.
(c) ⇒ (a). To prove this, it suffices to show that the relation ∼, defined as follows,
satisfies the property (∗) above: For q, q ′ ∈ QP , q ∼ q ′ iff ρ(q) = ρ(q ′ ) and
[[q]](s) = [[q ′ ]](s) for all s ∈ DOM (ρ(q)).
So, assume that q ∼ q ′ , and let c = ρ(q) = ρ(q ′ ). Assume further that δ(q, a) =
p[q1 (xi1 ), . . . , qr (xir )] and δ(q ′ , a) = p′ [q1′ (xi′1 ), . . . , qr′ ′ (xi′r′ )] in T . Then, by uni22

formity property (2a), δ(c, a) is defined. Let δ(c, a) = c1 · · · ck . Now consider arbitrary input trees si ∈ DOM (ci ), i = 1, . . . , k. Note that since DOM (ci ) 6= ∅, there is
at least one such tree for every i. Then s = a(s1 , . . . , sk ) is in DOM (c). Therefore,
since q ∼ q ′ ,
p[[[q1 ]](si1 ), . . . , [[qr ]](sir )] = [[q]](s) = [[q ′ ]](s) = p′ [[[q1′ ]](si′1 ), . . . , [[qr′ ′ ]](si′r′ )].
We must show that p = p′ , r = r ′, and for j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, ij = i′j and qj ∼ qj′ .
For a contradiction, assume that p 6= p′ . If at some node v the patterns p and p′
have different labels in ∆, then [[q]](s) 6= [[q ′ ]](s). Since each symbol in the output
alphabet ∆ has a unique rank, it suffices to consider the case that p′ at some node v
is labeled by a d ∈ ∆ and p at v is labeled ⊤. Let v be the j-th occurrence of ⊤ in p.
This means that [[qj ]](sij ) is a tree of the form d(· · · ). Since this holds for arbitrary
sij ∈ DOM (cij ), we obtain from (4) of Lemma 4 (which is applicable by uniformity
property (2b)) that pref(qj ) = d(· · · ) 6= ⊤, which contradicts the earliest property
of T . Hence, p = p′ and r = r ′ . Next, we show that for all j, ij = i′j . This follows
by a similar argument: assume for a contradiction that ij 6= i′j . Then the output
trees produced by both qj and qj′ cannot depend on their input trees. If, however,
[[qj ]](s) = t for every s ∈ DOM (cij ), then t = pref(qj ) contradicting the earliest
assumption on T . Consequently, ij = i′j for all j.
Finally we show that for all j, qj ∼ qj′ . By uniformity property (2b), ρ(qj ) =
ρ(qj′ ) = cij . Hence it remains to prove that [[qj ]](s̄) = [[qj′ ]](s̄) for all s̄ ∈ DOM (cij ).
As before, consider arbitrary input trees si ∈ DOM (ci ), with sij = s̄. Then s =
a(s1 , . . . , sk ) is in DOM (c), and
p[[[q1 ]](si1 ), . . . , [[qr ]](sir )] = [[q]](s) = [[q ′ ]](s) = p[[[q1′ ]](si1 ), . . . , [[qr′ ]](sir )].
We conclude that [[qj ]](sij ) = [[qj′ ]](sij ).

2

From an earliest i-transducer T and the equivalence relation ≡ defined above, we
can construct, in linear time, a new i-transducer T≡ by replacing each processing
state by its equivalence class w.r.t. ≡. The resulting transducer is equivalent to T
and again an earliest transducer.
In fact, suppose that q1 ≡ q2 and replace q1 by q2 in the axiom or in the righthand side of some transition of T . By Theorem 13, [[q1 ]] = [[q2 ]]. Hence, by the
definition of the semantics of a t-transducer, this does not change [[T ]] or any of
the [[q]]. Also, because ρ(q1 ) = ρ(q2 ), the same relevance map ρ still satisfies the
uniformity properties. Since [[q]] has not changed, neither has pref(q). Hence the
transducer is still earliest. Thus, we can pick a representative of each equivalence
class of ≡, iterate this replacement procedure, and finally disregard all states that
are not representatives.
We will say that an earliest i-transducer T is canonical if for all processing states
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q, q ′ of T : if ρ(q) = ρ(q ′ ) and q 6= q ′ , then [[q]] 6= [[q ′ ]] (i.e., if every equivalence
class of ≡ is a singleton). Note that T≡ is canonical. From the above discussion and
Theorem 13 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 14 For every earliest i-transducer T a canonical i-transducer T ′ can be
constructed in time O(|T |3) such that [[T ′ ]] = [[T ]].
Thus, by Theorem 11, every i-transducer T with nonempty domain is equivalent
to a canonical i-transducer. In the next theorem we prove that (up to renaming of
states) that canonical transducer is unique. Thus, it is the unique minimal earliest
i-transducer realizing [[T ]]. Here, minimality is meant w.r.t. to the number of processing states q with ρ(q) = c, for each inspecting state c.
Theorem 15 Let T1 , T2 be equivalent canonical i-transducers. Then T1 and T2 are
the same (up to renaming of states).

PROOF. Since T1 = (P1 , I1 ) and T2 = (P2 , I2 ) are equivalent, their domains
are equal. Thus, by (2) of Lemma 4, I1 and I2 are equivalent minimal dtta’s, and
so, by Proposition 2, they are the same. Thus, in what follows we assume w.l.o.g.
that T1 and T2 have the same inspecting dtta: T1 = (P1 , I) and T2 = (P2 , I) with
DOM (I) = DOM (T1 ) = DOM (T2 ). Assume w.l.o.g. that QP1 ∩ QP2 = ∅. It remains
to show that P1 and P2 are the same.
From the transducers T1 , T2 , we construct an i-transducer T = (P, I) where the set
of processing states of T is given by QP = QP1 ∪ QP2 , the transition function δP
of T is the union of δP1 and δP2 , the relevance map ρ is the union of the relevance
maps of T1 and T2 , and the axiom of T is given by A = ::(A1 , A2 ) for a new output
(ν)
(ν)
symbol :: where Aν = pν [q1 (x0 ), . . . , qr(ν) (x0 )] is the axiom of Tν (ν = 1, 2).
Obviously, T is uniform w.r.t. ρ. Moreover, it should be clear that for every state
q ∈ QPν , [[q]] is the same in T and Tν . So, pref(q) is also the same, and hence T is
earliest.
Let us have a look at the axioms of T1 , T2 , and T . We first observe that p1 = p2
since:
p1 =

G

{[[T1 ]](s) | s ∈ DOM (I)} =

G

{[[T2 ]](s) | s ∈ DOM (I)} = p2

which follows from the facts that T1 , T2 are earliest (cf. the beginning of Section 5)
and equivalent. Then also r (1) = r (2) =: r.
(1)

(2)

Furthermore (for all j = 1, . . . , r and ν = 1, 2), [[qj ]](s) = [[qj ]](s) for all s ∈
(1)
DOM (I). Let c0 be the initial state of I. By uniformity property (1), ρ(qj ) =
(2)
(1)
(2)
ρ(qj ) = c0 . Therefore by Theorem 13, qj ≡ qj for all j = 1, . . . , r, where ≡ is
the equivalence relation on the states of T as defined for Theorem 13.
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We now prove that the equivalence relation ≡ constitutes a bijection between the
sets QP1 and QP2 . For that, we first observe that for every q1 ∈ QP1 there exists
q2 ∈ QP2 such that q1 ≡ q2 , and vice versa. Since all states of T1 and T2 are
reachable, this can easily be proved by induction on the definition of reachability.
In fact, we just proved the base case of this induction, and the induction step is
immediate from the definition of ≡ (and uniformity property (2a)). Therefore, the
relation ≡ is left- and right-total. Now assume that q1 ≡ q2 and q1 ≡ q2′ . Then
ρ(q1 ) = ρ(q2 ) = ρ(q2′ ) and, by Theorem 13, [[q1 ]] = [[q2 ]] = [[q2′ ]]. Hence q2 = q2′ ,
because T2 is canonical. The same argument applied with the roles of T1 and T2
exchanged, concludes the proof that ≡ is a bijection between QP1 and QP2 .
It should be clear that P1 and P2 are the same up to the renaming ≡ of states. We
have already seen that their axioms are the same, and their processing transitions
are the same by uniformity property (2a) and the definition of ≡. 2

As a consequence of Theorems 11, 14, and 15, we obtain the main result of this
paper.
Theorem 16 Every i-transducer T with DOM (T ) 6= ∅ is effectively equivalent to a
unique canonical i-transducer c(T ). If T is uniform then c(T ) can be constructed
in time O(|T |3 · η(T )3 ). If T is total then c(T ) can be constructed in time O(|T |6 ).
If T is earliest, then c(T ) can be constructed in time O(|T |3).
We observe that if T is total then so is c(T ), because the constructions in Theorems 11 and 14 do not change the inspecting dtta.
Recall from the discussion following Theorem 8 that the structural parameter η(T )
is at most exponential in |T |. Thus, for arbitrary uniform transducers T , c(T ) can be
constructed in exponential time. This implies, by Lemma 6, that our construction
of c(T ) from T takes double exponential time in general. This is the best possible
because, as shown in the next example, the size of c(T ) can be double exponential
in the size of T .
Example 17 For every n ≥ 1 we will describe a t-transducer Tn = (Q, Σ, ∆, δ, A)
of size O(n) such that the domain of Tn contains a single input tree s0 , of depth
exponential in n, and t0 = [[Tn ]](s0 ) has size double exponential in n. Since [[Tn ]] =
{(s0 , t0 )}, the canonical i-transducer c(Tn ) has axiom t0 (cf. the beginning of Section 5), and so the size of c(Tn ) is double exponential in the size of Tn .
Let Σ = {0, 1, #, e} where e has rank 0 and the other symbols have rank 1. Thus,
the trees over Σ are monadic, and can be written (and viewed) as strings in the
usual way, e.g., the string 01e denotes the tree 0(1(e)). The unique input tree in the
domain of Tn is
s0 = w0 #w1 # · · · #w2n −1 e
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where wj is the reverse of the binary representation of the number j, of length n.
Thus, for n = 3, s0 = 000#100#010#110#001#101#011#111e. To recognize
s0 , transducer Tn uses n parallel computations where the i-th computation checks
the correctness of the i-th bits of all wj .
Thus, Tn has states of the form hp, q, ri with p ∈ {1, . . . , n + 1}, q ∈ {#, 1, 0}, and
r ∈ {0, 1}. The first component is a counter that enables Tn to walk from one i-th
bit to the next i-th bit. The second component indicates that, during this walk, the
symbol # has not yet been encountered (#), or that it was encountered, and after
that no 0 was read (1) or at least one 0 was read (0). At the end of the walk, the
third component is checked to be equal to the current i-th bit, and, on the basis of
the second component, is changed to the expected value of the next i-th bit.
Let ∆ = {b, a, e} with ranks n, 2, and 0, respectively. The axiom of Tn is A =
b(hn + 1, 1, 0i(x0 ), . . . , h2, 1, 0i(x0)). The i-th state hn − i + 2, 1, 0i of A is going to
check the i-th bits. In the transitions of Tn that follow, we use x to stand for x1 , we
assume that r, r ′ ∈ {0, 1} and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and we use dots to indicate that the
second subtree of a is identical to the first subtree. The latter means that the output
tree produced by each state is a full binary tree over {a, e} of the same depth as the
input tree, and hence of size double exponential in n.
hn + 1, 1, 1i(1(x)) → a(h1, #, 0i(x), . . .)
hn + 1, 1, 0i(0(x)) → a(h1, #, 1i(x), . . .)
hn + 1, 0, ri(r(x)) → a(h1, #, ri(x), . . .)
hi, #, ri(r ′(x))

→ a(hi + 1, #, ri(x), . . .)

hi, #, ri(#(x))

→ a(hi + 1, 1, ri(x), . . .)

hi, 1, ri(1(x))

→ a(hi + 1, 1, ri(x), . . .)

hi, 1, ri(0(x))

→ a(hi + 1, 0, ri(x), . . .)

hi, 0, ri(r ′(x))

→ a(hi + 1, 0, ri(x), . . .)

hi, #, 0i(e)

→e

The last transition means that the input tree is only accepted when all bits wish to
turn into 0.
We observe that since a t-transducer with monadic input trees is essentially an alternating finite automaton with universal branching only (when viewed as an acceptor
of its domain), the above construction is closely related to the well-known fact that
such automata are exponentially more succinct than deterministic finite automata,
even for singleton languages. 2
It follows from Theorem 16 that two i-transducers T1 and T2 (with nonempty do26

mains) are equivalent iff c(T1 ) and c(T2 ) are the same. Thus, as a corollary we
(re)obtain the decidability of equivalence.
Theorem 18 The equivalence of deterministic top-down tree transducers (with inspection) is decidable. If the transducers are total or earliest, then equivalence can
be decided in polynomial time.
By Theorem 16, equivalence of total transducers can be tested in time O(n6 ), and
equivalence of earliest transducers in time O(n3 ), where n is the sum of the sizes
of the transducers. We also observe that for i-transducers with a monadic output
alphabet (which means that all output symbols have rank 0 or rank 1), all constructions in this paper can be done in polynomial time. Hence equivalence of such
transducers (of which finite-state string transducers are a special case) can also be
tested in polynomial time.
A useful extension of the top-down tree transducer is the top-down tree transducer
with regular look-ahead [4]. Such a transducer can test its input subtrees for membership in arbitrary regular tree languages, by means of a deterministic bottom-up
tree automaton called the “look-ahead automaton”. Clearly this also extends the
i-transducer, which can only restrict its input subtrees to dtta languages (cf. [10]
where the i-transducer is shown to be equivalent to a particular type of top-down
tree transducer with regular look-ahead, and cf. [26] for a survey on different types
of regular look-ahead).
Alternatively, one can think of a transducer with regular look-ahead as the composition of two translations: The first translation relabels the input tree (each alabeled node v of the input tree is relabeled by ha, c1 , . . . , ck i if the look-ahead
automaton arrives in state ci at the i-th subtree of v). The second translation is
an ordinary top-down tree transducer, running on the relabeled input tree. We can
use the decision procedure for equivalence of deterministic top-down tree transducers [9] to decide equivalence of deterministic top-down tree transducers T1 , T2
with regular look-ahead, but it is more convenient to use Theorem 18: Let rel be
the relabeling that adds, to each node of the input tree, the look-ahead states at
all children nodes for the look-ahead automata of both transducers. Then we construct for each Ti the i-transducer Ti′ = (Pi , Ii ) which realizes the transduction
{(rel(s), [[Ti ]](s)) | s ∈ DOM (Ti )}. The dtta Ii checks whether the input is a correct
relabeling rel(s) of an input tree s of Ti , and the t-transducer Pi simulates Ti on the
relabeled input tree. Clearly, T1 is equivalent to T2 iff T1′ is equivalent to T2′ .
Corollary 19 The equivalence problem for deterministic top-down tree transducers with regular look-ahead is decidable.
This corollary can be used to check whether or not two transducers (possibly with
look-ahead) are equivalent on a given regular set R of input trees, i.e., on a generalized DTD, by letting their look-ahead automata (additionally) check membership
of the input tree in R.
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7 Open Problems

In the context of XML there have been attempts to generalize top-down transducers
to unranked trees, e.g., [16,25,17,22]. Such transducers cannot be simulated by ordinary top-down tree transducers on ranked-tree encodings, because they implicitly
support concatenation of trees. Is equivalence of such transducers decidable? Can
they be transformed into a normal form similar to the one presented here?
Another popular model of tree transducer is the macro tree transducer [8,11,22].
It can be seen as a generalization of top-down tree transducers by adding contextparameters to states. It is a long standing open problem whether or not equivalence
for deterministic macro tree transducers is decidable. Recently it has been proved
that equivalence is decidable for deterministic macro tree transducers that are of
linear size increase [6], i.e., for which the size of every output tree is bounded
by a constant times the size of the corresponding input tree. Note that this result
is incomparable to Theorem 18: the methods from [6] do not help whenever the
transducers produce output whose size is not linearly bounded by the size of the
corresponding input. Finally, note that the restriction of macro tree transducers to
monadic output (all output symbols and states have rank 0 or rank 1) corresponds to
the “top-down tree-to-string transducers” [5,7] for which it also still remains open
whether or not equivalence is decidable.
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